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INTRODUCTION

1. The present .tudy ie prepared in respon.e to the request of the C—ittee

for Dev.lop.ent Planning U which the Beono-ic Cc—i.sion for Africa was invited

to prepare * .tudy on the critical .ituation of sub-Saharan Africa, it. long-

term problems and needs and the role of development assistance •-

2. However, in view of the decision of the 20th Assembly of the African

Heads of State and Government to devote the 21st Summit to the economic problem,

of the African region, it was felt that it would be more appropriate to deal

with the reque.t of the GDP in the context of the African region a. a whole.

Thus, while sub-Saharan Africa repre.ent. the part of the African region where

the problems outlined in the paper are most critical, the perspective, of both

the present cri.i. and the longer-term development must be .een in the context

of Africa as a whole. Further, the Lagos Plan of Action which form, the basis

of a structural reformation is «et on an approach that encompasses Africa

as a whole.

3. Taking into account the very critical situation of the African region as

a whole, the paper focuses on two aspects namely (a) the crisis situation

in the region and (b) the long-term structural problems of the African economies

The paper also addresse. itself to the major operational problem of how Africa

can make a successful tran.ition from doling with survival issues during the

ongoing emergence situation torthe vigorous tackling of structural reforms.

Thus, due emphasi. i. put on the rehabilitation phase that Africa ha., as of

necessity, to go through before It can effectively embark on resolving its

long-term problematiques.

4. Part One of the paper gives an overview of the crisis situation in Africa.

The nature and evaluation of the emergency situation are analysed along with

the basic causes of the crisis in the region including, in particular, the

structural fragility of the African economy, the drought, and the unfavourable

international economic environment. The needs of the African countries in the

various priority sector., the assistance received from the donor community

as well as the groups of countries that are seriously affected are outlined.

1/ See Report of the 20th Session of the Committee for Development Planning,

para.123.



Further, part One Jives a preliminary perspective of the crisis emergency situation

in 1985 as veil as for the urgent rehabilitation oft the critical sectors. The

policy adjustments that have bean attamptad in the region are also briefly revlaved

5. Part Two addresses the problem of structural change in Africa. The African

structural problamatique is first defined from the various angles of drought,

demography, the International environment add the socio-political setting.

Against this analytical background, the paper examines the means »v* ways lie

tackle the region's etructural malaise. Policies for structural reform at the

national, §ubregional, regional and international levels are proposed. At the

national level particular emphasis is put on the long-term structural reform

in food and agriculture, industrial and infrastructural development, human

resources end external trade policies. At the subregional and regional levels,

the focus of the paper is on drought and desertification as well as African

integration. International support measures are discussed bearing in mind, '

the long-term priority areas of the region. Thus, the paper proposes concrete

international actions to support Africa's development efforts, including

in particular an international agricultural assistance package. Further,

modalities of external assistance to Africa are examined with a view to

identifying ways of making aid to the region more effective.



PART ONE

OVERVIEW OF THE CRISIS SITUATION IN AFRICA



1-1 The crisis In Africa and its evolution

6. There is now a general consensus that Africa's social and •canonic crisis

has not cone about suddenly/ From the second half of the 1970s, Africa

itself as vtll a* the international cosnunity wcxa increasingly concerned about

the region's rapidly deteriorating conditions. The unfortunate structural

fragility of the African aconoBias was than identified as on* of tha major

causes of the continually soabre •conomic situation in Africa. However, the

widespread and parsisteat drought and the deteriorating international

environment turned the African socio-economic situation into a crisis of

unprecedented proportion.

7. It must be emphasised that the crisisois multi-dimen.ional affecting the

basic elements of survival of the African people. The nebulous nature of the

crisis on the social life and economic activities of the African people has

been manifested in the emergency situation that has swept through Africa.

Besides the tragic loss of human lives in various parts of Africa as a result

of famine and hunger, the whole production structure of many African economic

has suffered serious disruptions of one form or other. In the rural areast

drought, insufficiency of rains, .oil degradation, disintegration of farm '
units, civil strife and the displacement of massive population, ha. di.located

•ven the little dynamism that existed in the region*, agricultural aector.

The high rate of depletion of livestock resultant from drought conditions

and acute shortage of pasture land ha. thrown pa.toral life into di.array. The

indu.trl.1 .ector has, on its part, suffered from the scarcity of resource.

«nd national effort, have had to be redeployed to maintain day-to-day survival.

At a time when African government, have been experiencing acute shortage, of

resource., essential service, and institutional structure, have come under

Pre..ure to cope with the crisis situation that have deteriorated aeriou.ly

or have completely collapsed under the unbearable burdens.

8. Given the gravity of the African social and economic conditions, it is

of paramount importance to fully examine the factor, that underlie both the

emergency situation and the .tructural retardation of the region. In thi. part,

the basic cause, of the emergency in Africa are briefly outlined along «ith the

necessary survival programmes that are urgently called for to en.ure that the .ocial

and economic .ituation doe. not deteriorate to a point of no return.



1.1.1 The structural fragility and poor ptrforatnca of the African economy

9. The economic structures 6f African countries, particularly those so£th

of the Sahara, are characterised by excessive internal inarticulation and,

consequently, by an overwhelming vulnerability to external shocks. Many of

the African economies have not made any sustainable structural transformation

from the type of econoaies that they inherited from the colonial era* After

■ore than two decades of independence, the African econoaies remain everl^-

dependent on non-resilient and often neglected rural production base desitasted

by subsistence output which, in many cases, is even inadequate to supply the

basic necessities of life. The agricultural sector on which African econoaies

depend for employment, incomes, foreign exchange earnings and government revenue,

is characterized by inadequate traditional production techniques. The small

modern agricultural output is limited to export crop* with no focus to the

domestic requirements. But even this is limited to only one or two primary

commodities which makes it highly vulnerable to international market shocks.

On the other hand, the industrial sector is often narrow and significantly

fragmented. The few lines of import-substitution industries that have been

established have little or no link with the rural resources base* The sector

as a whole is, consequently an enclave with a preponderant dependence on

external factors and basic inputs such as raw materials, intermediate Inputs,

spare parts, capital and management and technical skills. The external trade

sector on which most of the economies have,with little success, depended for

economic growth has suffered from the limited number of commodities from the

region and the generalized unfavourable international environment. The physical

resources as well as the human resources of the region remain either under

developed or inadequately exploited while the institutional structures are

either Inappropriate or disfunctional.

10. In addition to auch a weak structural base, many African countries have

suffered from inappropriate economic policies. Africa itself has identified

some Important elements of the region's structural problems and has, in

response, adopted a regional strategy in the form of the Lagos Plan of Action.

But, it is apparent that there are still many unresolved problems. Incentives

to producers through appropriate producer prices and the establishment of an
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appropriate production environment as veil as the rationalisation of the public

sector still require urgent attention, the efficient utilisation of human

and financial resources to ensure commensurate returns to investments has also

been recently brought to the fore as an area that nust be addressed by appropriate

policies in Africa V-

11. The result of a poor and vulnerable economic structure as well as

inadequate domestic policies has, no doubt, been the very poor econemic per

formance of the African region. At the close of the 1970s, Africa recorded

a growth rate of only 1.3 per cent yearly. However, since the beginning of

the 1980s no positive rate of growth has been recorded in the region. While

the rate of growth of GDP stagnated or declined, population continued to grow

at high rates of over 2.5 per cent increasing from 438 million in 1980 to

497 in 1985. The result of these trends has, naturally, been that average per

capita income in many African countries he* consistently declined. In 1983

per capita income for the region as a whole is estimated to have declined by as

much as 10.2 per cent relative to its level in 1980. With a continued decline

in output, unemployment has Inevitably increased. For Africa as a whole about

50 per cent of the active labour force is presently either unemployed or grossly

under-employed. These no-performance cumulative trends have constituted a

crisis characterised by an overall decline in the availability of basic goods

and services such as food, water, housing, health etc., a disintegration of

institutional structures; a substantial increase in poverty and sufferings*

12. Of course, the alarming slow growth of the agricultural sector is at

the core of Africa's poor performance as it constitutes the basic source of

growth and development. The sector has, through natural calamities and

neglect, failed to catch up with the needs of a very rapidly increasing

population. Between 1960 end 1984 food end agriculture grew by less than 2

per cent yearly Implying a continual decline in per capita agricultural output.

Per capita food production declined so sharply in the 1980s that over 20 per

cent of the African population Is presently dependent on food imports. The

industriallsector also suffered from scarcity of resources, particularly,

external resources to finance inputs and spare parts as well as from domestic

problems of management, maintenance and markets. As a result, In many African

countries, industries are operating well below half the installed capacity and,

in many cases, the entire industrial sector is in need of rehabilitation end

overhaul.
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13. But behind the poor overall and sectoral performance, there loons another

major constraint which has often not received the attention it deserves

especially in the context of saall underdeveloped economies. This aspect

concerns the performance of the government sector which in many African

countries plays a critical role In spearheading development through investments

and provision of basic services and employment. In recent years, the government

sector has cone under mounting pressures and has been experiencing increasing

difficulties to cope with the needs of the countries. For the region as a whole,

public expenditures have risen steadily, often faster than output, to reach a

weighted average of 44 per cent of GDP in 1983, Conversely, the weighted average

ratio of realised government revenues to GDP has declined from 31 per cent

in 1981 to only 24 per cent In 1983. These trends nust be seen against the

background of the tensions and strifes that can result when governaei*;: is

unable to cope with certain basic obligations to society. On one hand the

curtailment of expenditures is not often easy or feasible owing to the various

political and social pressures on governments in an increasingly turbulent

domestic and international economic environment* On the other hand, revenues

cannot increase fast enough given the continued poor performance of the economies,

a trend which erodes the taxable base for excise duties, indirect taxes and

direct income taxes.

1.1.2 The drought and the emergency situation

14. The drought that has and continues to devastate the African countries has

triggered off an emergency situation whose scale and magnitude had never been

witnessed in the region in the present century. At the beginning of 1984, there

were 36 African countries that were assessed to have been most seriously affected

At this tine as many as 24 of these countries were identified as food-aid-

dependent countries. By the end of the third quarter of 1984, the number of

food-deficit countries had increased to 27 and the intensity of famine and hnnger

had grown Into a clear tragedy as millions of human lives were being seriously

threstened. In 1983/1984, the food requirements of the 24 most seriously food

deficit countries amounted to 3.3 million tons of cereals. For 1984/1985 it 4*

estimated that food needs in affected countries will reach a level of 5-6 million

tons of cereals alone. And, over and above the requirements for cereals, there

is an urgent need for supplies of supplementary foods such as powder milk, sugar,

dry fruits etc. to ensure the survival of vulnerable groups like children, old

people and women.
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15/ It must further be emphasized that the drought-induced emergency situation

in Africa has not concentrated in one given region. Thus while Mozambique

in the Southern pert of the continent was on top of the list of countries

that were hit hardest in the early part of 1984, Ethiopia in the Worther-Eastern

Africa is now the leading disaster area. The situation has evolved further

in 1985 as additional countries like Chad, Mall, Niger, Mauritania, Somalia

and Sudan require increasing attention to avert the recurrence of the Ethiopian

tragedy.

16. Also while the emergency food situation remains the most prominent

aspect of Africans present crisis, there are many other areas that are as critical.

As outlined in the Addenda to the Secretary General's report on the Critical

Economic Situation in Africa 4/ the emergency situation encompasses many critical

areas. For instance, the long and repeated insufficiency of rains has led to

a reduction in the flows and levels of water resources including the drying

up of wells and boreholes thus affecting human and animal survival as well as

energy availability. Similarly the degradation of pastures as a result of the

drought has engendered loss of livestock sometimes to the tune of 40-90

per cent of the national herds. There are also serious problems of health

and malnutrition involving dangerous and contagious diseases such as meningitis

and cholera. In addition many African countries are faced with a serious

problem of displaced persons searching for survival either due to internal

mass movement of population or due to external migration of refugees from

civil disturbances. As of 19C5 a total of nearly 6 million African people

are estimated to have been displaced from their normal habitat with serious

repurcussion on the production process and insurmountable pressures on resources

to support these helpless people with food, clothing, housing and relief

activities that can generate some income.

17. There are also other very serious problems that have cone to the fore

during the recent emergency relief efforts in African countries. These problems

relate particularly to the logistical support systems that are necessary to

ensure an integrated and swift approach to the delivery of emergency and relief

supplies. Several bottlenecks have surfaced in the transport, storage and

distribution systems. Ports are often congested given their low discharge

4/ E/1984/68/Add.l and A/39/594.
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capacities and unserviceable handling equipment. Transport is often limited

to costly and slow road transport cohering long distances. Often, even the

use of these roads ia constrained by the poor road networks, their lack of

repair and maintenance and absence of transport equipment. 8torage

facilities are scanty with no up-country relay warehousing facilities or buffar

discharge points. In other cases distribution is hampered by internal

strife.

1*1.3 The most vulnerable groups of African countries

18. While the African region as a whole is presently undergoing a crisis of

unprecedented proportions, it must be emphasised that all the countries have

not been affected to the same degree. There are certain groups of countries

that have been severely affected by the emergence situation vMJb other

countries, even if not affected by calamities like draught, are facing major

structural handicaps.

19. The characterisation attempted below tries to group countries into

categories that reflect the severity of the major difficulties that the region

as a whole is experiencing. It must, however, be cautioned that the crisis

situation in Africa and especially the drought aspect of it has not been

localized in specific countries. It has indeed moved from country to country

in sporadic and uncertain ways. Thus, while certain countries might not

presently appear in the list of countries facing critical conditions, the

possibility of their facing serious difficulties in the future must not be

discounted.

(a) The drought-stricken and drought-prone African countries

20. The first group of countries that face and will continue to face very

serious development difficulties is that of the drought-stricken and drought-prone

countries. This group of countries has recently become larger than in earlier

years when the drought was mainly concentrated in the Sahelian tone and the

Kalahari desert area. Presently many countries in Eastern and Southern Africa

have become increasingly vulnerable to drought. Thus countries like Kenya,

Tanzania, Mozambique, Zambia, Zimbabwe and Angola must be assayed as having

become drought prone. For the region as a whole, 34 countries are assessed

to be in this unfortunate category. But even for those countries that are not
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drought-prone there la a etructural problem of an inordinate dependence on

rain-fed agriculture which makea the countries to be vulnerable to aeaaonal

changes in the amount of timing ofthe rains.

(b) The least developed African countries

21. Africa has 26 out of the 36 1mst developed countries of the world.

This group of countries have long bten identified aa suffering from very serious

development problems which that need to be urgently addressed not only by the

countries themselves but alao by the international community. Structurally,

the African least developed countries have some of the severest problems and

urgent actions have to be taken to redress their problems.

(c) Land-locked and Island countries

22. The third group of countries that presently fatfe major difficulties includes

all the countries in Africa that are handicapped by their geographical location,

in that they are either land-locked or surrounded by the ocean. For the land

locked countries there is an urgent need to implement specific package programmes

that will ensure their access to the sea. The African region as a whole and the

international community have therefore to support the programmes of these

countries in the transport and communication sector in the framework of the

United Nations Transport and Communication Decade in Africa.

1.1.4 The international environment and Africa's crisis

23. While the survival aspects of the drought emergency situation have attracted

the attention and conscience of the International community, it is pertinent

to warn that the drought has seriously devastated other important aspects of

economic activities. Some of these have very serious implications for Africa's

recovery and future stability. The degradation and significant loss of

agricultural soils, the destruction of vegetable cover, the depletion of ground

water and the widespread deforestation and desertification of massive land

areas are not aspects on which action can be postponed even in the short-term

without serious implication on the survival of the people and livestock in Africa,

The prolonged drought has already reduced pastoral land in the arid and semi-

arid regions of Africa by as much as 25 per cent. It is thus clear that

failure to situate and address these issues as Integral components of the ongoing
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efforts to deal with the African crisis would only ensure the unfortunate

recurrence of the present African tragedy. Tbara ara grounds to faar that

Africa Bight undargo a "bio-geophysical" faadback which is likely to induce

tha persistence of dry conditions sad thereby bring about a permanent damage

to tha African aeo-system.

(a) Emergency aaslstanca

24. Tha multiple facatad crisis resulting from world racasslon, dabt problems

and import constraints was aggravatod In 1983-1984 by tha devastating drought

and othar national calamities. Due to tha gravity of tha crisis, thara has

baan a noticaahla changa in attltuda by tha donor coanunity to com* to tha

support of tha urgant naad of the African countries. Hence, in 1984 most DAC

countries increased their food aid to Africa, including a $100 Million commit

ment by Japan, a 35 per cant increase by both Canada and Prance and a 17 par

cent increase by the Federal Republic of Germany and a record total of $342

Billion by the United States of America which represents 43 per cent increase

over the 1983 level.

25. Thus, food aid accounted for a substantial proportion of the total assistance

to Sub-Saharan Africa In 1984 because of the exceptional food supply shortages

that are currently being encountered by several African countries. In Western

Africa, particularly in the Sahelian countries, production declined seriously

with cereal production at only 3.6 Billion tons representing about 1 million

tons below the 1923 harvest. Hence food imports increased to 2.7 million tons

in 1984 as compared to 1.7 million tons in 1983. The total food Import

requirements estimated at 1.7 million tons was higher than the total food aid

of 0.8 million tons received in 1983. Against this figure, donor pledges so

far totalled 0.9 million tons, leaving an uncovered gap of 9.8 million tons.

Of the pledges made, only about 0.3 million tons have so far bean received.

26« In Eastern Africa, the total 1984 cereal production of the six most

affected countries (Burundi, Ethiopia, Kensa, Rwanda, Somalia,,the united Republic

of Tansania) is estimated at 10.3 million tons, which is 2.4 million tons lower

than in 1983 and 22 per cent below the annual average for the period 1979-1983.
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The food import requirements in 1984 were about 3.5 million tons, with the total

food a£j needs presently estimated at 2.4 nillion tons as coopered to

0.9 million tons of food aid received In 1983. rood aid pledges made so far

amounted to 1.6 Billion tons, of which 0.6 Billion tons have been received

leaving an uncovered gap of 1 Billion tons. The situation Is critical in

Ethiopia, and deteriorating rapidly In Soaalia.

27. In southern Africa, the total cereal production in 1984 of the six

countries affected by exceptional food supply problems (Angola, Boti

Lesotho, Mozambique, Zaatla, Zimbabwe) Is estimated at 3.4 Billion tons, wall

below the average annual output of the previous five years. The aggregate

cereal Import requirement of these countries in 1984 is 2.1 million tons

compared with 1.5 million tons imported in 1983. Consequently, the food

aid requirements are estimated at 1.1 million tons, almost double the actual

receipts in 1983. Donor pledges announced so far amount to about 1 million

tons; leaving an uncovered balance of 116 000 tons mainly for Mozambique and

Zambia.

28. In North Africa, Morocco's 1984 cereal harvest is estimated at 3.7 million

tons. The cereal import requirements in 1984 are estimated at 2.5 million tons,

against 2.2 million tons in 1983. Donor pledges announced so far amounted

to 392 000 tons against the food aid requirements of 400 000 tons. In Sudan,

the food supply situation is deteriorating rapidly. The cereal harvest of 1984

is estimated to have amounted to only 1.4 million tons, whereas in 1983 the

harvest was 2.1 million tons. Total cereal import requirements were 2.9 Billion

tons of food of which 1.4 million should be aid. So far however only 0.5 million

tons were received. Donors pledges amounted to 711 000 tons; but only 157 000

tons were delivered. Thus Sudan still faces an uncovered gap of 689 000 tons.

29. The aggregate cereal production of the 21 most seriously affected countries

in 1984 is currently estimated at 22.5 million tons, 14 per cent below the

drought-reduced output of 1983 and 20 per cent below the average for the previous

five years. Their total import requirements were about 12.3 million ton*,

some 5.2 million tons more than in 1983. The food aid requirements were

estimated at 7 million tons in 1984 compared with 6.6 million tons in 1983.

Donor pledges reported amounted to 5.1 million tons. This fell short of the

requirements by about 2 million tons. It should further be noted that only

about 60 per cent of the known pledges have been received. Thus the international
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community .hould take .tap. to fulfil thair pledges, anaura prompt dalivary

of food aid and give logi.tic aupport for food di.tribution within tha countria.

affacted.

30. In general, tha countriai of tha Davalopmant Aaaiatanca Committaa of tha

Organisation for Economic Co-oparatlon and Davalopaiant (DAC) hare ahlftad much

of thair aid in Africa in aupport of abort and ■adiun-term aaasuras auch aa

raactivating axi.ting production capacltias in agricultura and indu.try,

rahabilitating and maintaining kay facilitia. and sarvica.. In addition, tha

donor countria. have acknowladgad tha naad for graatar non-projact landing

in support of the adjustment process.

(k) Development assistance

31. Africa's very high structural dependence an the^-outside world has re.ultad

in serious problems in the last few years of global economic recession with

its debilitating impact on trade, money and finance. The perverse international

financial and monetary structures, the increasing penetration of transnational

corporations, the monopolistic technology markets and the stagnant or declining

prices of raw materials exported from Africa are some of the aspects that

attest to the inequitable nature of the present world economic order.

32. Total resource flows to developing Africa from both bilateral and multilateral

sources amounted to $19 J billion in nominal terms in 1983, a decrease of 10.3

per cent over the 1982 level of $21.3 billion. However, Africa's share in the

total net disbursements to all developing countries increased by 6.2 percentage

points in 1983.

33. Of the total inflow in 1983, bilateral flows accounted for 80 per cent and

multilateral resources for only 20 per cent. Net official development assistance

(ODA) from all sources to developing Africa represented about 51.5 per cent of

the total resource flows, and DAC countries accounted for about 30 par cant of

total ODA. Compared to the flow in 1982, ODA decreased by 2.2 per cant In real

terms in 1983. Sub-Saharan Africa received $7.7 billion in 1983 ($2.4 billion

in loans net of repayments and $5.3 billion in grants). Tha largest recipients of

bilateral ODA in 1983 were the Sudan ($929 million) , the United Republic of Tanzania

($577 million) and Kenya ($397 million). These countries together received 27.1 per

cent of all ODA allocated for 45 sub-Saharan countries. In per capita terms, the

Sudan alone received $45.6 in 1983.
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34. The multilateral resource flows increased by 11.4 per cent In current dollar

terns from $3.5 billion in 1982 to $3.8 billion in 1983. Four Bast African

countries got almost 29 per cent of all multilateral ODA allocated to the sub-

Saharan Africa. Thaae ara Ethiopia ($176 Billion), the Sudan ($166 million),

Somali* ($152 million) and the United Republic of Tansania ($150 million). The

largest amount of OPEC ODA vent to the Sudan ($352 million), Madagascar

($53 million), Senegal ($43 million), in all accounting for about 73 per cent

of the net disbursements to sub-Saharan countries in 1983.

35. With regard to non-concessional assistance and private financial flows to

developing Africa, which amounted to $8.8 billion in 1983 (46 per cent of total

flows), the net flow from multilateral organizations increased from $0.6 billion

in 1982 to $1.2 billion in 1983, whereas the net flow from the bilateral sources

decreased from $9.9 billion to $7.6 billion in those years. This resulted from

the fact that direct investment from DAC countries fell sharply, from $2.2

billion in 1982 to only about $0.2 billion in 1983. Non-concessional rgsotjrce

flows of non-oil-exporting sub-Saharan Africa were affected by the resources

outflows from Zaire ($384 million), Liberia ($127 million) and Togo ($74 million).

However, significant resource inflows were received by Zimbabwe ($329 million),

Snaegal ($106 million) and the Ivory Coast ($105 million).

36. Besides, the declining external development assistance, Africa has

identified 5/ other external factors which have interacted to make the present

African situation much worse than it would otherwise have been. These include,

inter alia:

(i) the collapse in commodity prices;

(ii) high interest rates;

(iii) fluctuations in exchange rates;

(iv) increasing protectionism.

37. The recent global economic recession and the resultant meuentum for increased

protectionism in developed countries, has resulted in a sharp contraction in the

demand of Africa's major raw material exports. Also there has been a serious

collapse of the region's export commodity prices. In real terms, it is estimated

that commodity prices plumetted to their lowest level since 1940. The loss of

5/ Special Memorandum op. cit. p.9,
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foreign exchange that the region ai whole has suffered ai a result of the price

trends in the 1980s haa been enormous. At the same time, official development

assistance has continued to decline quantitatively and qualitatively. Under

these conditions, African countries were forced to curb imports of «ven

essential agricultural and industrial inputs thus aggravating further the

growing crisis in the region.

38. The most dramatic and critical result of the unfavourable trends in the

international environment has, of course, been the explosive external indebtedness

of African countries. The outstanding external debt of Africa as a whole

(including undisbursed loans) is estimated to have reached $150 billion at the

end of 1983. This amount represented about 223.5 per cent of exports. At ttis

level it ifl clear that the debt is almost unbearable, especially in view of

the limitations imposed by the crisis on national resources. Many countries

currently face major problems in servicing their debt in the face of the high

interest rates. It has been estimated that an increase of 1 per cent in

interest rates would add $1.5 billion to the African debt burden. For the region

as a whole, the debt-service burden is estimated to have jumped from 10.7 per

cent of exports in 1980 to over 25 per cent In 1983. In some African countries,

particularly in the group of the least developed African countries, the ratio

of debt service to revenue has reached 30-50 per cent.

39. The effects of the explosive debt level are clearly disasterous. Many

African countries are seriously Incapacitated by their present debt burdens

from carrying out not only their long-term development programmes but also the

urgently needed programmes of national survival. Further, as their debt grows,

there is a commensurate erosion of the credit status of the countries of the

region. It has therefore been inevitable that the number of African countries

that urgently require extensive debt rescheduling has increased.

1.2 PRELIMINARY PERSPECTIVES FOR THE AFRICAN CRISIS

1.1.1 Perspectives for the emergency situation in 1985

40. After the relatively satisfactory rain seasons in 1984 in some parts of

Africa, the number of countries facing critical food emergencies slightly

declined by early 1985 to 21 countries as compared to 27 countries in 1983/84.
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This number could further decline when some Eastern and Southern African

countries complete their harvesting season. However, the reduction in the

number of countries assessed to be seriously affected is not an indication

of an improvement in the African energency situation. While sone relatively

less populated countries have emerged out of the food energency situation, other

countries with large populations have become very seriously hit. Consequently,

the total population of the 21 countries that presently remain in a very critical

situation is as high as 205 million people representing almost half of the total

African population. Also, the emergency has deepened in many African countries

like Ethiopia, Sudan and Mozambique. As such, Africa is likely to remain in

a precarious and dangerous situation throughout 1985.

41. Preliminary estimates Indicate that for the 21 presently affected countries,

the cereal Imports requirements would amount to 12 million tons of which

6.6 million tons would have to be food-aid. Comparable figures for the 1983/84

period were 5.3 million tons of import requirements and 2.9 million tons

of food -aid thus implying that the situation is even worse now than it was

earlier. Present estimates of pledges for food assistance as reported to the

FAO global information and early warning system by January 1985 show that

2.2 million tons of food assistance still remain uncovered by pledges. The

projected tremendous increase In food impots and food-aid requirements will

have direct consequences on the transport, storage and distribution facilities.

This will place great strains on entry ports, roads and railways, and the

overall physical infrastructure such that additional resources will be required

to support the delivery of food to the needy.

42. In 1985/86 increased pressures are likely to be experienced as a result

of massive population displacements that started during the 1983/84 period.

In this respect, the critical problems to be faced include the emergency areas

of water supply, health, nutrition and livestock. Emergency water programmes

will ha needed not only forthe supply of the many relief centres of displaced

people but also for improving the quality of water to prevent diseases in

the affected countries. Further, the displacement of people is likely to

necessitate the creation of massive relief operations for shelter including

semi-permanent infrastructures. This will constitute a critical burden to

most of the affected countries.
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43. While most emergency operations have thus far focused on the efforts to

save human lives so gravely threatened by famine, hunger and diseases, it is

pertinent to note that the emergency situation in many countries calls for

urgent actions in the revitalisation of critical areas that have suffered

the ravages of drought. It is, therefore, of great importance to keep in

perspective the immediate neads of African countries to better cope with the

emergency situation. The emergency rehabilitation areas cover food and

agriculture and the livestock sector. In the food and agriculture sector,

there will be urgent need for seed supplies and supplementary farm inputs as

well as for the Immediate repair and reactivation of crop irrigation systems that

were abandoned or damaged during the drought. The timely provision of

pesticides for plant and crop protection is another element of relief and

preparedness necessary for the re-establishment of a starting point for fuller

programmes to rehabilitate the food and agriculture sector.

44. The perspectives of the livestock sector in the affected African countries

point to a need for concerted and co-ordinated actions aiming at arresting

the accelerated deterioration of the sector. The extremely high mortality

rate of herds experienced during 1983/84 as well as the d«stocking measures

adopted by some countries call for action to preserve a minimum nucleus stock

of reproduction for cattle and draight animals. The supply ©f animal feed,

feed concentrates, vaccine* and supplementary ingredients like minerals and

vitamins is one of the critical component of emergency programmes to stabllse

the ongoing disaster in the livestock sector. Given the fact that many of

the areas affected by drought contained large populations of herdsmen there

Is urgent need to immediately rehabilitate certain key elements of the livestock

sector to ensure the resumption of a minimum of pastoral and agro"*economic

activities for the affected populations.

45. The emergency and rehabilitation needs in 1985 for the 21 critically

affected countries with expected poor harvest is estimated at $2 billion 6/.

The identified needs for international support include food-aid gap as of

15 January 1985 ($435.8 million), emergency water supply ($30.7 million) 7.1 •

transport of food-aid ($769.2 million); resettlement of displaced population

($101.2 million) 8/; supplementary: feeding ($292.2 million) 8/, essential health

services (191.6 million) £/; and urgent rehabilitation needs for food, agriculture

and livestock ($164.2 million) 9/.

^/Provisional. 7/ Excluding Morocco and Zambia. {[/Excluding Burundi, Morocco,

Rwanda and Zambia. £7 Excluding Morocco, Hosambique, Rwanda, Senegal, Somalia, the
Sudan, the United Republic of Tansania. Zambia and Zimbabwe.
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1.2.2. Perspectives for the urgent rehabilitation of critical areas

affected by the crisis

46. It is presently fully understood that Africa has to go through an intensive

and extensive exercise of rehabilitation so as to establish son* workable basis

and increase the absorptive capacities of the economies. It is only from

such a base that more fundamental long-term programmes and structural

reforms can be effectively launched and implemented. Until day-to-day

survival of the African people is assured, there can be little hope to

permanently curing the deep-rooted malaise of Africa's social and economic

structures. The present part of the paper addresses itself to this critical

phase of Africa's social economic rescucitatlon, by examining actions needed

for the various survival programmes of rehabilitation in the different critical

sectors.

. *»•

(a) Food, agriculture and water resources

47. There should be no doubt that efforts r.o rescucitate the African economy

as a whole, will critically depend on the immediate success of the rehabili

tation and revltalisation of African agriculture. It has however to be under

stood that other secondary and tertiary sectors should be simultaneously

revamped in a manner that supports the agricultural sector. Industry,

transport, financial and administrative services should be mobilised in a

fully defined framework of a rehabilitation package to drive the resumption

of growth in agriculture. Some basic elements that should be addressed

immediately are briefly outlined below.

(i) Incentive measures to immediately increase food and agricultural

production and productivity

48. African countries should immediately formulate and implement an agricultural

Incentive package. While such a package might differ from country to country,

it should contain a core minimum of incentives addressed specifically to

the rural sector to ensure that food production increases in the next coming

season, the internal rural-urban terns of trade shift in favour of the rural

sector and the domestic and external resources invested In agriculture attain

a rehabilitative efficiency. Some elements of such incentives include:

- the provision of seeds, fertilisers, implements to farmers at

accessible prices;
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- establishment of remunerative producer pricing policy1,

- rahabilitating tba marketing system of agricultural output;

- ensuring adequate supply of consumer goods to the rural people;

- facilitating access to credit and land resources;

- establishment of special task force* in rural areas to carry out

urgent extension services Including repair of agricultural units

and Balntenance of Implements.

(11) Rehabilitating agricultural institutions and infrastructures

49. There are many basic agricultural infrastructures which have been devastated

by the crisis situation. These have to be immediately and urgently rehabilitated

to bring about an innediate improvement in agricultural output. The sain areas

in this respect include the rehabilitation of:

- small irrigation schemes;

- small bridges as veil as access and service roads;

- livestock infrastructures;

- storage facilities especially In the rural areas;

- agricultural planning services.

(iii) Rehabilitating the water resources infrastructures

50. For drought alleviation in the short-term, action is needed to ensure the

conservation of existing water reserves as soon as it becomes apparent that

seasonal rainfall Is less than normal. Although very limited action In the

way of conservation can presently be achieved In the seriously drought-affected

rural areas, it Is pertinent to rehabilitate and even strengthen all the

infrastructure available for the conservation of water reaources. Actions are

therefore urgently needed for the:

- rehabilitation of hill-dams for the mobilisation of surface waters;

- rehabilitation of rural water pumping systems;

- establishment or rehabilitating above-ground and underground

water storage;

- increasing the number of water points.
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(b) The Industrial sector

51. Africa1, industrial .actor, like most othar .actor., i. in a da.parata

need of rehabilitation and affort. have to ba undertaken in tha vary .hort-run

to ractify .oma of tha pra..ing problem, of tha .actor. In an indu.trial

rehabilitation packaga it vould be nece.sary to ai» at alleviating the mo.t

critical problem, of the cri.i. and thereby pave the way for the recovery of

the economic, and enable the implementation of longer term meaaurea of

.tructural reform. A .urvival programme for the indu.tri.l .actor .hould at

least covar two araa. namely: (a) the rehabilitation of critical indu.trie.*

and (b) the rationalization of industrial operations.

(i) immediate rehabilitation of critical and viable industries

52. As a matter of survival, national task forces should embark on the

identification of high priority need, in industry and establish criteria for

industries that should be immediately and via^Zy rehabilitated. A clear

distinction should be made among those industries that might have been

established without sufficient economic justification and those that are

economically viable and with strong linkages to the support of agriculfcwe

but are not sufficiently operational. After the identification of an

emergency rehabilitation package of industries, countries should embark on

bulk importation of the required machinery for rehabilitation and the necessary

inputs to ensure an immediate return to normal operations of the industries

concerned.

(ii) The rationalisation of industrial operations

53. To form a basis for a meaningful restructuring of the industrial sector,

African countries require an immediate rationalisation of their industrial

operations paying particular attention to issues like foreign exchange burdens

of industries, public finance dependence and overall operational efficiency.

54. The efforts in this regard might require merging of certain industries or

the abolition of others. Also, the support structure will have to be enhanced

through, inter alia, subcontracting, facilitating of access to source, of raw

materials, finance and markets, etc. Further, a full industrial ratinnalieation
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programme might necessitate a change in abort-term objectives and approaches

Such a change might include aapecte liket

- tha suspension or Postponement of some projects of the development

plans, especially thoae which are assigned relatively low priority

and/or tha implementation of which is likely to make a strong

call on tha limited resources being mobilised.Jor the survival;

- tna moalllClEI&n of tha consumption and investment patterns and

rates, including the suspension of tha importation of luxuries and

non-essentials;

- the preparation of interim crash programmes taking into account

the need to implement austerity measures for survival and to

organise a transition towards the recovery "of the industrial

sector and the whole economy;

- increased manufacturing of spare parts and mobile repair units

for tha rehabilitation of the transport aector;

- the readjustment of appropriate policy instruments namely, the

fiscal, monetary and pricing policies, (tariff and non-tariff

measures, taxes on business profit and Incomes, interest rates,

incentives and disincentives, price of the inputs, etc).

(c) Human resources utilisation and economic management

55. To effectively undertake immediate and abort-term measures to deal

with the crisis in its iHulti-ferous forms, Africa has to pay particular and

immediate focus to the vital role of proper human resource utilization,

management and administration. Particularly important is tha designing

of training programmes aiming at improving the skills of agricultural

ataff at all levels including farmers. Resilient administrative structures

and mechaniama have to be strengthened or created. The success of any

programmes that Africa will conceive fco deal comprehensively with the crisi

situation will critically depend on the affective management of tha nations

economies. Thus, there is need for immediate action in the priority areas

of public ajftctoj[_manafi<enent, institutional reorientation and mobilisation

of the human resources.
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56. Given the «pid expansion In th. .1*. of the public ..ctor in Africa

and it. imports, it i. p.ra«nmt aa a fir.t .fp to an.ur. it. tfflcl.ncy

and oprationality. Tha two i-adiata .t«p. **_**mJ~tr*U. *»*•
this and includ. th. undartaking of a sy.ta.atic analysis of th. affle«y

ofth. dUfar«t structura. of th. public .actor with a yi«w to optimising

th. us. of .care. r..ourc.. and th. ra-ord.ring of prioriti.. and th.

institution of i-madi.t. mechanisms to improve th. organUatioual and

managerial capacity of th. public ..ctor .o a. to ali-inate .uch Probl«

a. duplication and to r«luc. fi.c.l burd«. and inaffidancy.

57. Similarly oth.r d^.lopm«t inatitution. will r^uir. a rtfocu.

aiming at wklng th« pl«y • g«nuin.ly po.itiv. rol. in doling with

the r.gion'. cri.i. both in th. .hort- and long-run. The r.Lvanc. of

the variou. development in.titution. ha. to be fuljy-end boldly examined

in the face of the region'. pr..ent .ad realiti... The reorientation, that

.hould be aimed at mu.t include,inter alia, the basic aap.ct of »•■

participation and initiative, in tackling merg.ncy and .urwival problam.

«uch a. food distribution* water, housing, etc.

(d) Subregional approache.

58. A. far a. the drought and oth.r natural calamitie. Inflict larg. are*.

going beyond the confine, of individual countries, .ome im-ediate mewur.a

for their control can be.t be dealt with in .ubregional content.. It i.

in thi. context that the OAU has formed a .tending Committee on drought and

a Regional Inter-Agency Working Group on Drought in Africa to monitor the

progre.. of i*pl.m.ntation of th.^^ °g^9' "* tO c°-ordiMt#
and .tr^n^thenjnter-agency^rought-rela^ activitU.. Africa has already

taken a verT^oiitivTTtep by establishing a^pec^aJ^&Bergency^Asastan^

Fund for Drought sndJFamine:

59. The .ubregional and regional approach., to the control of drought .hould

Mediately co-ordinate the analy.i.^«vaiUbl. date at the country level

and ensure it. effective diwanination throughout the region. Th. variou.

•ubrelional .tructure. .hould embark on the e.tabli.hn>ent of climatic data

bank, and conduct training programme, and undertake .tudie. on the evaluation

of the eco-.y.tem of the variou. .ubregion..
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60. To bring about a more effective subregional approach to the food

situation, there is also a need to co-ordinate pricing policies to effectively

facilitate the exchange of agricultural and other food products between

surplus and deficit areas together with plans for strengthening tha marketing

channels and development of all-weather feeder roods among neighbouring

countries* Indeed, Intra-Afrlcan trade Is of particular importance 1b the

emergency period especially with respect to food. Thus, efforts hove

to be immediately undertaken to facilitate the exchange of food through

the relaxation of existing tax and administration trade controls and the

overall encouragement of border trade*

61. In the Industrial sector, subreglonal approaches are particularly

pertinent In the exchange of information on availability of processed goods,

raw materials and energy resources. A subreglonal jlefinlng of areas of

industrial complementarities would also be very necessary In ensuring

operational continuity and In the reduction of product costs. The most

Important areas, in this field, are the exchange of expertise and Indigenous

technologies, common use of available opportunities In training, and repair

and maintenance facilities, establishment of agreements on market access,

joint undertakings In bulk Importation with the view of achieving cost

reductions through the harmonization of procurement policies, and strengthening

of subreglonal financial institutions by modifying their terms of lending

to favour «eaaur*s that mitigate the crisis.

(a) International approaches

62. To ensure the success of the revitallsation programmes In Africa there

will be need for increased international support that goes beyond the

emergency assistance. In this regaaM, the first element relates to the

drought and related problems. Substantial assistance will be needed to

strengthen the institutional capabilities. of-nationaL meteorological and

hydrologlcal services. The international community will therefore have

to come to the help of Africa for the provision of instruments, maintenance

and operation of equipment for the generation, processing end dissemination

of metreologicalma hydrological data. Also attention should concentrate

on provision of training in all drought-related programmes especially those

aiming at Identifying the causes and ensuring an early detection of drought
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as well as strangthening Institutional capabilities in the priority

areas of drought control.

63* To stabilise the food supply situation, international assistance

packages should be established with the aim of revitalising local production

of food crops by the provision of seeds, fertiliser, agricultural implements

and increased Improvement of transport, storage and conservation facilities.

Also provisions should be made to control animal diseases by providing

livestock feed, vaccines, vaccines equipments and related facilities.

64. Immediate assistance, In the form of grants or low priced sales,

for rehabilitation of basic industries •specially in the branches of food,

textile and health care industries. Regular supplies of spare parts and

basic industrial Inputs such as chemicals, fertilisers should constitute a

package of continuous assistance. Such a package should not only cover

the provision of supplies but also concessionary arrangement*. Most

importantly is the temporary relaxation of rules governing the quotas and

other protectionist policies in favour of increased exports of agricultural

and manufactured goods of African developing countries. Further, during

the present time of deepening economic crisis and tight liquidity situation,

international assistance should also address Itself to the problems that

African countries are facing in funding counterpart local and recurrent

costs. These costs could be covered by the international community until

a time when the financial position of these countries Improves.

65. Moreover, measures should be taken tolimprove the process of debt

rescheduling and the need for the total or partial cancellation of external

debt of developing African countries, and in particular the least Developed

Countrie« and those seriously affected by natural calamities.

1.3 ADJUSTMENT POLICIES

66. To cope with the repeated crisis and to deal with the serious growing

economic difficulties, African countries had undertaken major domestic

reform measures aiming at rapid and sustained resumption of normal growth.

Various adjustment and corrective measures were undertaken, mostly with

IMF and World Bank support, with the view of internally achieving greater

coherence of fiscal and monetary management and externally reducing

unsustainable external deficits.
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67. To reverse the deteriorating situation in the external sector, the

African countries focused at two basic options. The first relates to

achieving high and sustainable levels of export performance while Maintaining

the level of essential and necessary imports. The second option relates

to drastic cuts In the level of imports so as to Maintain a healthy external

balance*

68. It should, however, be emphasised that Increasing export is an unlikely

venture In the short-run. The rigid and Inelastic structure of Africa's

exports itself in terms of both composition and volume, the impact of the

recessionv the impact of protectionist policies on the export revenue -

generating capacity, increased competition from products of labour - surplus

countries, and the development of technology of synthetics all interactively

act as a severe deterrent to the expansion of Africa's exports. Thus,

given the formidable difficulties in the short-run "to boost African exports,

n»Rt of the countries of the region Increasingly resorted to measures to

curtail the growth of importsv sometimes, at the expense of the ouch needed

development projects. Direct controls and quota restrictions were the most

applicable instruments in the formulation of import policies.

69. The policies for the revival of export growth momentum were only

successful in a few countries. While 21 cojntries out of the 49 countries

for which data are available were able to raise or maintain the ratio of

their exports to GDP between 1975 and 1978, only 15 countries managed to do

so during the period 1979-1982. On the other hand, many countries of the

region during this period experienced faster growth In their Import bill

as a result of failing to achieve any significant break-through in import

substitution programmes. Hence, the rising trade deficit was largely

attributed to the rise in imports and the failure of exports to expand

sufficiently. As foreign reserves were already drained ott, the major

portions of these deficits has to be covered by loans. With the hard

term of borrowing, debt Management emerged as an insurmountable development

problem in Africa to-day.
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70. The deterioration in the external sector resulted in a worsening of

an already depressed financial position of governments. In the fac« of

such a situation, various adjustment management instruments, mostly associated

with IMF stabilisation programmes, had to be applied,albeit,in varying

degrees depending on the nature of the programmes and the problems to be

addressed.

71. Demand management, In the form of budgetary reform was one of the moat

widely used Instrument. Containment of the growth of public expenditure

and application of other austerity measures were pursued with vigor by

virtually all the countries of the region. However, the brunt of the

adjustment, inter alia, fell on development expenditure. Public Investment

programmes were periodically revised and more recourse was made to increase

rehabilitation programmes and Postponement of nev^pTOJects. Tax reforms

were also initiated with the aim of broadening the revenue base. These

measures were often supplemented by policies for improving tax administration

and collection, and increased involvement of the private and cooperative

sectors. Actions to rehabilitate and revitalize the operation of the public

enterprise sector and improve their financial position were made by undertaking

extensive cost reduction measures. Salary and employment freeze and

reduction of privileges of public sector employees became frequent incidences

in every adjustment package. Nevertheless, inspite of the efforts oo increase

the operationality of the public sector, the instruments applied were not

as successful as desired. In many Instances adjustment policies proved to

be politically and socially costly as the burden tended to fall mainly on the

poorer segment of society, thus causing wide unemployment and considerably reducing

growth.

72. On the supply^ide, fiscal measures were also pursued to effectively

correct for the existing Imbalance in the patterns of productInn and in

the saving-investment relationship. Due emphasis was given to reforms to

increase incentives for savings so as to stimulate investment and to bring

about a production pattern which Is more appropriate to the resource endowments

and the characteristics of export demand. To these were added institutional

reforms, Improvement of management standards, and rehabilitation of the

productive base particularly In agriculture. In most countries price support
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policies which act as a disincentive for production were discontinued

in favour of improved incentive packages that would ensure guaranteed

renumerative prices to farmers with the aim of reversing the terns of trade

in favour of agriculture and thereby giving due inducement to the modemUa-

tion of the •ector. The packages also included provisions for the development

of the industrial sector, through encouragement of investment policies

favouring promotion of export-Ariented. import-substitution industries, and

provision of economic and financial incentives to attract foreign capital

in areas that have a direct bearing on capacity for future industrlalUatlon

and technological growth.

73. The increased tendencies by most African countries for monetary expansion

as a result «f increased recourse to deficit financing measures to overcome

tight liquidity situation, and excessive credit expansion had led to high

and persistent inflation with harmful implicitions~on production. Aside

from imported inflationnaad its effects on the domestic cost structure, the

demand management measures required to moderate the rate of monetary expansion

by setting ceilings on the government recourse to bank borrowing, and

restriction on credit creation, were relatively effective in some African

countries in containing inflation at a reasonable rate and thus bringing

about substantial improvements in productivity .levels. The success of this

policy has been demonstrated by the improvements made in the structure of

credit, in particular the efforts made to *i«;ir*ct credit from the public sector

to the private sector as well as in the maintaining of a stable and sufficient

level of liquidity.

74. Nevertheless, the efficacy of changing the structure of demand through

interest adjustment as well as those achieved by pricing measures are quite

marginal in African developing countries that are characterised by low levels

of income and consumption. It is also difficult to rely solely on monetary

policies in developing countries with weak financial systems to bring about

the desired changes. In many African countries experience has shown that

it is extremely difficult to achieve a significant deceleration in monetary

growth without a reduction In the overall public sector deficit. Consequently,

a policy mix adjustment were undertaken whereby subsidies for essential
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connodities were continued at a noderating rate and at the same time government

recourse for banking system was allowed to increase at established and

fixed ceilings.

75. Perhaps the moat important demand management instrument la the foreign

exchange rate adjustment. Devaluation was one of the most widely adopted

tool. Depreciation in the exchange rates was adopted with the view of

accelerating foreign demand for exports and at the same time achieving a

certain degree of competitiveness in the relative prices of domestic production

vis-a-vis Imports. The devaluation packages also aimed at lowering Inflation

rates, eliminating price distortions and Improving the performance of the

public sectors.

76. Due to excessive devaluating African currencies fell against the dollar

by 15 per cent in 1984. The cumulative depreciation" against the dollar over

the period 1981-1984 was about 55 per cent. Not only was the magnitude of the

devaluation quite big, but sooe countries kept on depreciating their

currencies several times a year In connection with IMF-supported programmes.

This continuous trend in devaluation which formed a major component of the

adjustment policy package demonstrates the weakneas of these economies to

substantiate growth in key productive sectors through production incentives

and Improved services.

77. Devaluation can not in many ways be the basic prescription for rapidly

restoring growth or for bringing about the desired improvement In the balance

of payments. Experience has shown that excessive devaluation aiming at

affecting the release of resources to productive ventures through changes

in the relative prices is a long process and could only be effective in countries

that are not inhibited by technological, economical, and social constraints.

In countries with a weak production base dependent on a high Import content

and a rigid and inelastic prodetion structure, devaluation can only lead to

severe pressure on domestic prices as well as adversely affecting the terms

of trade. However, the relaxation or even the abolition of protectionist

measures and the improvement in the IMF lending facilities would perhaps

be more conducive to the improvement of the balance of payments than the

continued recourse to devaluation. In fact many countries of the region have

shown reluctance to resort to the regular IMF facilities because of the
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conditions attached to drawings, which many countries believe can not be

justified by tha small quota resources made available to them. Hence many

countries used IMF facilities only as a last resort.

78. All the adjustment programmes adopted with tha support of IMF are

short-term oriented aiming at overcoming the consequences of temporary external

shocks. Structural improvements in supply capacity ara no doubt more relevant

instruments for restoring healthy grovth and maintaining output in the short

and the long-term. Given the structural characteristics of African developing

countries, it can hardly be believed that mare restraining of domestic demand

alone can bring about the required switch of resources to the production

of exports and/or Imports substitutes. In this context, the instruments of

change ahould be of a long-term nature catering for the real causes behind

the dislocations of the African economies. Structural rigidities, particularly

in agriculture, infrastructure and distribution systems are recognised as

major factors behind the slow expansion of economic activities. Bence, the

need for structural adjustment becomes Inevitable. The path to this goal

Is no doubt difficult and long and requires considerable political will and a

degree of collaboration from the development partners.



PART TWO

TACKLING AFRICA'S LONG-TERM STRUCTURAL PROBLEMS
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2.1 The Afriran-ProhipmnHgng- •■--.--

79. It bu been emphasised that the structural vuknmu of the African economy

have lad to the emergence of the crisis In the raglon. It aust also ba

added that tha crisis itself ha« seriously daapanad the structural deficiencies

thus laading to a vicious clrcla of crlaaa and tha entrenchaent of under-

developaent. In tha faca of such a situation, tha management of tha crisis

and of development ara intartwinad in tha short and long-tan. It is>therefore,

inavltabla that davicas and pravantlva mechanism ba formulated, and effectively

implanantad not only to mitigate tha crisis but also to pravant its futura

occuranca* This would call for a drastic changa in attitude*, new diaensions and

structural reforms coapatible vlth tha critical naad to Radically daal with

the root causas of tha African development problem*. \J

80. In the wake of tha social and economic crisis, the first of Africa's

problematique is the drought and desertification phenomenon. In the short-term,

the many disastrous effects of the drought have been amply demonstrated by the

tragedies that have involved the loss of thousands of human lives. However,

it must be underscored that in many African countries there is a real threat

for drought and desertification to become a permanent feature. It is presently

estimated that desertification on the fringes of the Sahara it spreading at

an alarming rate of nearly A million acres per annum. This means that in

only a few decades to come, Africa South of the Sahara will only include a

few countries around the tropical zone. Some very distressing characteristics

of the drought and desertification problem include the following: 10/

(a) the drought which began in the Sahel has in recent years spread

to southern and to parts of eastern Africa;

(b) no useful periodicities or trends exist in the climate of Africa

which can be used to predict the onset or duration of drought;

(c) no known method exists to reliably predict the onset, cessation or

recurrence of drought in the African region.

81. The second major African problem relates to the host of demographic

factors that the region faces. As a result of a high birth rates and declining

death rates many African countries are experiencing rates of population growth

that threaten to bring about a population explosion. It is presently estimated

10/ See "Report of the Scientific Round Table on the Climatic

Situation and Drought in Africa" (E/ECA/CM.10/23, March 1984.
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that in about two decades from now the African continent will have a population

of about on* billion. Tha implication* of such a possibility in the face of

the present poor economic performance are clearly a cause for alens. Firstly.

the rapid population growth threatens to make famine and hunter a structural

characteristics of the region. But even If Africa Managed to forestall the

catastrophe of permanent famine, It must be pointed out that the children

who suffer fron malnutrition become physically and mentally Impaired* As a

consequence their participation In the development of the region becomes

minimal if not negative* Secondly, the pressure that a high population Is

likely to put on the limited arable andPastoral lend in Africa Is bound to

cause a serious disintegration of the continent's rural base of production

and survival. The urban population would also cause insurmountable problems

of provision of adequate services for basic survival.

62* The international economic environment has a tremendous structural Impact

on the African economy and as such it constitutes a very basic problem for

the region. One of the basic elements on which many of Africa's problem*

hinge is the structural dependence of the African economy on a hostile and

rigid international economic system. As such, the region finds itself trapped

into problems of structural balance of payments resulting into a structural

indebtedness, structural international specialisation implying a structural

inability for Africa to move front raw material productInn and, finally, a

structural centralisation of international finance which makes Africa as a !

structural borrower.

83. Poor management of the African economies, the failure to adequately

democratise the development process and the inability to efficiently exploit

and use the region's abundant natural resources constitute a set of factors

that structurally impede the attainment of a break through in social and

economic progress. These set of factors could also be seen under a general

umbrella of the region's problem in establishing a "development environment"

in which the political will and the development force inherent in the people

should converse and propel the African economy to a stage of self-sustaining

development.

84. Despite Africa's sad realities that are deeply rooted in a desperately weak

structural setting, there are reasons for hope. While Africa Is today a very

sick child on planet earth, there Is every possibility to try to make her a
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■ature and healthy continent tomorrow* What is needed Is the will on the

part of the region and the international commit? to act through dedicated and

concerted efforts to pull Africa out of the abyss of despair. The African

problematique can be resolved if systematic approaches are adopted, now,

"L.?1* MtiflMl» •ubregional, regional and international levels. Some of

these urgently needed approaches are outlined in the present part of the study.

2.2 Long-term national actions

(«) Food and agriculture

85. The need for radically iaproved doc*.tic policies in Africa is crucial

given the gravity of the region's economic situation and its growing

proportion.. The required domestic policy reforms should aim at both resolving

the critical areas as well as at achieving lasting structural change. First

and foremost, Africa's policy shift must include-fa*orientalion towards the

building of new and dynamic institutional mechanism* that would ensure a rapid

and sustainable economic and social transformation of the African economies

while making them less vulnerable to external shocks and disequilibria.

Indeed,there is little doubt that improved policies and sound economic

management can ease the long-term constraints on Africa's development.

86. The most critical erea with which Africa has to start its structural

reform is that of food. The main reasons for the anxiety about the food

situation in Africa include the recurrent nature of the drought and repeated

crop-failures and the presently limited capacity of the countries to adequately

deal with the food problem. Further, the ongoing rapid population growth i.

leading to a growing food demand, which, in turn, lead, to land equation"

and erosion, defore.tationnand increased de.ertifisation. For these reasons,

a new agricultural policy ha. to be formulated with particular emphasis on

expanding food output in line with the accelerated growth in population and

incorporating measures to combat desertification and deforestation and to
change the cropping patern.

87. The cropping pattern should change to favour increased food production

especially of grain, and crop, which are more drought resistant. The cropping

pattern should also aim at maintaining maximum complementarity with neighbouring

countries with the view to achievingf°od s.lf-.ufficiency. In addition, the

new cropping pattern, .hould expand rural employment, ensure an agro-balance
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between forestry and .food crops and increased export earnings. This approach

would need to be supported by measures for the provision of fertilisers,

improved varieties of seeds, suitable agricultural implements, expansion of the

network of agricultural extension services, and provision of credit and -

effective and renuneratlve pricing and fiscal policies. Most importantly

in this direction is the urgent need for increased support of government

policies in favour of farmers who grow food crops. The success of the

new patterns would also necessitate the establishment of land-holding systems

conducive to increased output per unit of land. Major changes should be

adopted in the use and development of irrigation systems to lessen the dependence

on rainfed agriculture. Efforts should be made to strengthen and provide a

mechanism for efficient marketing channels to resolve the problem of distribution

and thereby reduce post-harvest food losses and improve the position of

food reserves.

88. Another basic policy package of crucial structural importance involves

the stepping up of activities and more effective use of the agricultural

research. Inadequate research in agriculture and especially in food

production has made the food sector to remain under traditional methods and

more prone to natural calamities. Research should vigorously address itself ■

not only to changes in the cropping patterns and farming systems that

maximize output of agricultural produce under the reality of the fluctuation

and diversity in weather conditions but also to combat desertification and

soil erosion and to develop the appropriate technologies that suit the local

conditions. Research should also be directed to improving the livestocks,

management of existing forests and reforestation in order tokkeep a balance

that would integrate the programmes of crop production, livestock and

forestry. The development of the integrated research is the only effective

mechanism that can enable African countries to control the hazards of nature.\

69. National planning systems should vigorously address themselves to measures

and policies that would ensure that the effects of drought are controlable. In

this regard, particular attention should be directed to the strengthening

and development of programmes for the detection of weather and climatic changes

and to deal with the causes of drought. Specific programmes aiming at adapting

the traditional system of cultivation to climatic variability should be

established. Equally important is the establishment of a system to oombat

the man-made effects on climate arising from over-grazing and deforestation.



90. Intent* M*~t i. on. of th. pr.r^ul.it. for su.tain.bl. r»r.l
It 1. th.refor. vit.ll, i-portant for African count*., to

i
^.lo^t. It 1. th.refo ,

-t.bU.h a b«ic rur.1 d.v.lop-t progr— with . .p~ifU -* i»t-S~t.d

policy p~kag.. Such an int«r.t- rural Wop«nt p.ckag. .hould i-el*

int.r-.lia. th. d~.lop-.nt of W-ll-.cl. r.r.1 indu.tri.. *hat .r.

local r^ourc.. d^.lop-nt of lc.1 .kill.. proving agricultural

..rvic... criit. i»prov.d tr«»port.tion ~* co-mictlon, «rk.ti

.tock »»M-»t. l«d ».. punning. »d h-lth »d Auction teilitiM.

Of crucUl Uport^c. i. th. d«.lop-«t of loci but -or. ~hr«e- t«*n

th«t .uit the rural condition! «nd mviroiumJt.

(b) Induitri.1 and infr.itn-etur.1

91 Th.r. i. . lot of pot«nti«l for th. d^.lopB-lf-of indu.try in Africa

countri... The cu.... of the pre.ent indu.tri.l .t.gn.tion «. «.Hy

di.c.mibl. »d c.n «.ily be re»ov«l. Thu. .ffort. .hould be dir^fd to

the .llevi.tion of th. b..ic con.tr.int. in . con.i.t«t «d ti-ely -«m.r .o

as to cr.ate the nece..ary linkage to agriculture. Policies aiming .t

enhancing the optinnn. utiliwtion of indu.tri.l c.pacitie. through .ubregional

Md regional grouping., and creation of re.ource-ba.ed Industrie, that u...

local .kill. «nd dooe.tic raw material, .hould be formulated. Of crucial

toportanoin thi. regard, i. the promotion of .mall-.c«l. agro-proces.ing

Industrie, in the rural .ector, the promotion of entrepreneur!^ capabilitie.

and the development of technical and man.g.ri.1 .kill.. African eountrie.

Bust al.o embark on the development of cor. indu.trie. vith .trong linkag..

in their economies. Particular »pha.i. .hould be placed on th. dev.lopm«»t of

a capital goods sector capable of .upporting th. rural Industrie, and wuill-

^ medium-scale industries while at the .am. tim. cat.ring for th. d«v.lopment

of .tandardLed .pare part.. It i. only through such an approach that Africa

can l...en its dependence on external market, and attain a rn.st.ry of its

technology.

92. Another important long-term aspect to which particular atfntion .hould

be given 1. the. attainment^of_anJamrcauul »n.rCy hslmr. <n «fr<r«. A. of now,

energy resour^T.uch as"c^ natural gas. hydropow.r and new and renewable
energy .ouree. are insufficiently exploited. AfrUa now meets th. bigg..t part
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of its energy requirements froo external sources. Th« oil bill alone absorbs

a siseable portion of the region's total foreign exchange earnings at a high

opportunity cost. To alleviate this problem, African countries should establish

concrete co-operation arrangements that will ensure the exchange of energy

with a mlaiaum loss of foreign exchange for the region as a whole* Another

important policy for long-tern structural change in energy relates to

the need to shift from oil to other forms of energy for which African

countries have considerable potential. The development of hydro-electric

) power to cater for the electrification of the rural areas with the view

1 of generating savings In fuel consumption should form the core of energy

■ policies In Africa. This would,however, have to be supplemented by increased

research In the development and domestic use of solar, wind energy and

other forme of new and renewable sources of energy. Rationalising energy

consumption and conservation are also Important elements in the long-term.

93. The promotion and development of integrated infrastructures particularly

transport constitute an essential prerequisite to sound development* First

f of all this is important as long as it facilitates distribution and marketing

of basic commodities, especially agricultural produce as well as storage,

refrigeration to reduce food losses. The link between the development of

the productive sectors of agriculture, mining and industry and the development

of road, rail, air, and inland transport is very basic to Africa's socio-

economic integration. In this contest, the development and promotion of

basic communications and transport services In Africa should be one of

the top priority areas.

94. The general economic and social development of the region has been

seriously hampered by the undeveloped road network and the unintegrated and

disjointed railway structure due to lack of Investment and poor maintenance*

However, the successful implementation of the United Nations Transport and

^ Communication Decade in Africa especially with respect to the five trans-

African highways* the substantial development of feeder and village access

■ roads and water transport is expected to lead to a beneficial integration

lof the continent as well as the expansion of domestic markets. The

Integration of the various subregions would ultimately promote intra-

African grade as well as provide easy access to the sea, especially for

the many land-locked countries of the region.
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(c) Tha human resource factor

95. It cannot be overemphaaised that Africa's human resources will have to

play a pivotal rola in tha efforts to change tha rajion1* structure of production.

Inadaquata development and utlllaatlon of manpower const!tuta ona of tha

■oat inpadlng long-tara constraint to development. Full Mobilisation
. . . .... - for national development

and effective utilisation of tha labour forca

and aoclal progress has to ba ona of tha basic objactivas of Africa* This,

will raqulra planning and development of manpower for tha development of

scientific and tachnical skills and know-how for modern development, co

ordination of policias and programmes of tha various aconoaic sactora for

manpower development, and upgrading and building of tha antrapranaurial

capabilities through training and institutional building to facilitate thair

effective Integration In tha overall development^p'rocess.

96. The institutional support to maximise tha utilisation of human resources

requires the promotion of a high level of general education and adult literacy,

as veil as a radical change in the education system in favour of increased

technical orimtation through vocational and tachnical training to fill

the glaring skill gaps in the productive aectors. Efforts have to be under

taken to design programmes of training that lead to attendant improvements

in productivity In agricultural and rural industries in an effort to arrest

the adverse affects of the push factors which have recently bean accentuated

by the drought. Employment planning capacities and capabilities should be

strengthened at all levels. To effectively deal with the growing unemployment

problems, emphasis should be placed on development of projects that would

boost the demand for labout such as expanded programmes of public wcrks and

choice of technologies that are labour intensive.

(d) External trade

97. The rigid structuxa of African foreign trade has a serious advarsa impact

on the realisation of aconoaic and social transformation. Efforts should ba

made to reverse the unsustainable position of Africa's external transactions.

Such efforts should focus on improving the strueCure of foreign trade and align

it with the natural resource base where Africa has a potential advantage. To
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that extent, export policies have to put gmttr emphasis on direr.Ifletton

of products and outlets and to gear th« resources for increased processing

of Africa agricultural and natural resources. Import policies bars to ba

dlractad to the vigorous restructuring of tha import substitution prog"****

with a view to increasing tha possibliltlas of solf-sufficiency In najor

import ltaas such as food, anargy and basic industrUl products. t«eb

policias should taka Into account tha ehangas necessary at tha subregional

and raglonal lavals especially with ragard to eubregianal and regional

complementarities *nd specialisation, removal of barrlars to expand

intra-African trade, and change in consumption habits In favour of African

products.

98. This would require enhancement of export policies to increase and

diversify the region's exports increased trade wi$h-developing countries,

reversal of the trend of the region's being a price taker in international

markets through vigorous programmes of further processing and fabrication

of primary products, and the establishment of structures that lessen tha

undue dependence on export outside the region.

2,3 Long-tern joint actions at the subregional and regional levels

99. The Lagos Plan of Action, in its perception of the future of Africa,

has emphatically stipulated that the dynamics of development should be

based on the region's own resources and potential** It Is In the way of

>v"' things, therefore, that the combined resources of the region should be

A directed to combat the trectable problems that are often beyond the control

r and capacity of Individual countries. Given the fact that the compounded

\ \ intensity of the present African crisis threatens to cause lasting damage

to the fragile economies, collective action by African countries Is more
i

1 nocesaary than ever before.

(a) Drought, desertification and drought-induced problems

100. An area of grave concern Is tha encroachment of desert and tha prevalence

of drought with a disasterous effect on food and agricultural production*

A joint programme of Action should be drawn up at the different subregional

levels to Integrate the drought and desertification control plans of



Individual countries into subreghmal master plan, of drought control. Such

plans ahould include, inter all*, tha development of a co-aon strategy with

•pacific elenenta of colUboration to tha drought problaaia. Iha plans

should alao contain regional natworka to co-ordlnata tha activities of

stabilisation of aand dun., and reafforeatation. For effective implomenta

tha plan should lay tha baala and provide tha actions for tha eatabUshmen

of a common subrogional 4mnd that would provide means and mechanism for

tha initiation of eommon projacta dealing with afforestation, roaourca

conservation, diversification of vegetation cover, and astabllshaMat of

graan baata.

101. It would alao ba aaaantial at tha subragional level to atrongthan

and actabllah subragional research contra* to support the prograna of

action with incraaaad rasaarch in ~thod» and tachniquas to combat dasartlficatlon

and drought control. Tha promotion of oxchanga of information ao as to craata

a dagraa of praparadnaaa against tha offacts of drought should also ba

•nviiaged.

102. Tha racurring nature of tha drought-induced food crisis is a feature

which requires collective actions at all levels. Renewed efforts and measures

have to be taken at the eubregional and regional levels to effectively develop

food strategies that would take Into account the regions' need for self-

sufficiency In cereals and other food crops. The strategies should cater for the

subregional potentialities, endowment, and geographical and cliaatlcal

factors so that specialisation in food production and exchange can be

effectively established.

103. The food strategy should Integrate and harmonise the food security

programmes of individual countries which should includa measures to encourage

the farmers to establish their own security stocks in staple crops, and to

reduce food losses through utilisation of pesticides, improvement of

storage and conservation eystems. The programme should induce the development

of quick-maturing ss well as drought, disease and pest resistant crop varieties.

The development of veterinary services for common livestock disease control,

and tha development of coastal and maritime fishing through Integration of

small artlsanal fishing at a subragional level.
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104. To combat the devastating effect, ^drought in sustained manner, concerted

measures have to be undertaken for the integration of water resource master

plans within the ragion'a overall economic planning. Specifically, sub-

regional plans for drought prone countriee must be drawn up in all flelde

of water resource development. Of urgency is the development of small-scale

irrigation and long-t«» manrngmmit of groundwiter resources as well •»

the dav.lop.-t of lnstn-«t. to locmta underground^, wnmnmm .alnfaU

conservation policies are quite aaaontUl for the prevention of tha

Intensification of the drought. Meteorological knowledge to detect dimstie

fluctuation baa to be strengthened and properly dlasamlnated. »«bregi<m*l

co-operation should extent to cover areae of agreement for the optimum use of

shared water resources. In this context, the Joint development of major

river basins relating to Irrigation, navigation, municipal and industrial

water supply, flood controls, and drainage ahould constitute aome of the

basic elements of water resource development policies.

(b) Industry and infrastructure

105. The successful Implementation of the Industrial Development Decade for

Africa depends on the concerted efforts at the subreglonal, and regional

levels. In this regard, joint exploration and evaluation of natural resources

and assessment of Inventories showing the volume and disposition of raw

materials, minerals and energy resources is quite essential for profitable

Industrial co-operation and integration of projects at the eubregional level.

Appropriate measures at the subreglonal and regional levels should alao be

taken to strengthen and establish centres for the transfer, modification,

adaptation, diffusion and assimilation of imported technology and tha

development of Indigenous technology. The-advantage of such co-operation la

intense as it boosts industrial prduction by opening up of new markets,

development of raw materials on a complementarity basis especially in the

production of intermediate goods and other industrial inputs long-term

agreements In product specialisation and product-sharing system, and strengthening

of commodity exchange markets and information relating to methods of production,

and transfer of technology.



sector is of extreme
106. Joint —a»ur»Jn_.thjt.a«y>oi^^!<- •* ~" r"~

^ ^ continent. The ini
iBDortenc* «»« •-"• »-r* ~— ^ «»«-*

tr«uport .e~le.a ha. con.ld.r.bly lladted the d.v.lop~nt of agrUult»r..

l»d..try — t«d. and tffart* th. ability of th. Afrie» —trta. f
effetWriy and Jointly »ak. »• •« ttolr pofati«l r..our«.. th.

wglonal atratw. « UU ~t U th-r«»port «>d C—U*tl^^
in Africa <1»78-1»M) atlpulat.a Inereeaed haraonlaatlon, atr1

of proJ^M to link th. wt »|l« •« the cootin-t by the

and inland and aea traniport.

(e) Trad, and finance relation.

107. Effort, .hould b. dieted to the .lengthening ofttte xmatary and

financing atr»etur~ of th. r.glon. Ar— of particle i-port— i»«l»d.

the cr-tion of an Africa Monetary fund to promote reglon.il trad., th.

.trmgth«ing and Integration of financial cooperation in ■ultilat^.l
„„_».. --.a t-h* xALjLlljtiiunt of smbregional

clearing end peyment errengeaenti f ena wi« ••!.•«**-

«nd regional development b*nk* to enhance the co-operation in the field

of production*

108. It ha. al.o to be .tated that bo genuine dev.lop.-nt can b. attained

in Africa if the region 1. not properly Integrated with .olid eeanoUe

co-operation arrang««nt. not only to th. field of trad, and t«n.port but in

.11 .ph.™ of production. Ho lndu.trUl takeoff will be po..lble «1...

the envi^ed degree of regional and aubr^ional co-op.r.tion 1. «AU~d.

Thu. ^ono-U co-operation ha. to be anl-nced to -tch th. hop- of th* I-go.

Pl«. of Action and th. Final Act of Lago.. So»e co-oper.tlT. effort, .r.

well In operation .uch a. the United Hatloni Transport and Coaowilcatlon

D^ade, the Induatrlal Ihrvelop«mt Decade for Afrlea. the Prefar«tUl

Trade Ar« for R«.t.rn and I5onth«n African St.tM. the Southern Afrtean

Dev«lop«at Co-ordination Conf.r«e., th. Econoolc Co-»mlty of H-t African

State., and the -urging Bconcic Co-unity of <*ntr«l African 8tat«.

to cover the varlou. fUld. In training, technology, ■in«al
ArrangM^nts to

r..ource.. «ergy. »»on.y «»d fl«-nce, production h^. al.o to b. initUfl.

2.4. Long-tena International Beaaare.

109. There 1. no doubt that for Afrlc to achl.v. . .tructural tran.for-.tlon.

It vill require external u.i.tanc. and wpport. External a..i.tance .hould
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not only be positive in Uni of It* magnitude, ttm and conditionality

but has to address the baaie etructvral Issues that underlie tha crisis.

Ibis will rsejuire that assistance tackle* all fronta with epeclfied changes

In attitudes on tha part of tha International community. Thsrs is,

therefore, wrgant meed too for refons in donor pollelaa to sustain domestic

policy reforms and to suppottAfrieals structural development needs, tha

priority sroaa that should ba vigorously suppofccad inclugs foodsnd

agriculture, huaan resource* and aoclal development, natural resources

^nd^perty, s«ttttfacturSi^iiidustryt phy*lc*l and institutional infrastructuras,

anvlroDAaut, snd forai«n trad*. International solidarity with Africa in

thasa araas should tia at promoting tha structural changa naodad to bring

about rapM and sustainable growth and genuine development.

110. First and foremost» the limited ability of African countries to raise

sufficient funds for the execution of development' prograanes from an undiverslfled

and narrow production base poses a serious obstacle to the full realisation

of the development reforms that Africa has embarked on or envisage,. The

export sector is characterised by adverse developments in international

marh*ts regatding both demand and prices. The imposition of quota

restrictions and other protectionist policies in international markets coupled

with the rigidity of the export structure itself, the fluctuation of prices

of primary products despite internetism*1 commodity agreements and buffer-

stocks schemes have all been major bottlenecks in the securing of resources

for development. The unprecedented rise In the prices of basic imported

development goods such as agricultural and other equipmentt energy,

fertilisers, etc. end the continually unfavourable terms of trade constitute

a drain on tha United foreign exchange reserves of African countries. The

flow of external assistance which has bean stagnant and unco-ordlnstad has

thus far not been able to meet the genuine need of African countries for

adequate, decent and Internationally accepted minimum standards of living,

nutrition, health, education, transport and communications and productive

employment opportunities. The hostile International environment snd the

structure of international financial markets are also not conducive to the

realisation of the developmental efforts of the African region. Most of the



AfrUan countries are heavily Indebted and face major amortisation difficulties

due to the rigidity of loans on hard tens and unfavourable condltlonalltle..

The Incidence and burden of the repayments of debt under hard conditions

has necessitated a hault on basic development activities. Most alarming

Is the continuation of the crunch In the coming 3 years where the bulk of

the debt will be due for repajawat*

111. While the African governments themselves have acknowledged the

deficiencies of past policies and their Ineffectiveness to deal effectively

with the crluls In Its multi-facet dimensions, genuine efforts on the part

of the International community have to be undertaken to support the policy

reforms that are needed to resolve the region's development Impasse* To

make the external assistance package beneficial, It Is pertinent to underscore

the Importance that should be given to the alignment of the assistance to

the national priorities of countries with the view to making It supportive

and complementary to national efforts.

(a) An agricultural assistance package

112. Development assistance should be changed In both form and substance In

line with the changing needs. Within this context, the priority of Inter- ,.

national assistance should be placed on the development of the agricultural :|

sector In an integrated package of assistance covering not only agriculture

but all related activities In livestock, fisheries and forestry. It Is

clear that agriculture which used to be the source of growth, can no longer

sustain this role given the damage caused by the drought, other natural

calamities and other policy problems. Revitalising productivity within the

agricultural sector Is thus the most logical starting point In any international

assistance package. To thin end, the old modalities which tended to focus

international assistance towards large-scale projects for cash crops and raw

materials to feed foreign markets has to be modified In favour of increased

support for the production of food crops w erethe bulk of farmers are engaged.

It has been estimated that only A per cent of the total volume of assistance

to the African region has been directed to the expansion of food production.
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Ud ha. to b. dir~fd to production of food to .upport and

land reclamation and expansion of th.
Ut-.ifle.tU.

114 At th.

of faxaUg Mthods.

At th. _ ti... «.l.t»c. for tb. d*r.lop-nt of for««y «d llT«tock

to b. i-crpor.t.d in th. p~*a«. " - to «»ur. th. ..MblUh-nt of

. b.tt.r Mro-»i-.l-for«try b.U»e.. T«*nl«l «.Ut«e. «rf «mN
tr».f.r of ^.-rc- «-v. to b. dlr~t.d to r..tor. d^X.t- p..tor.l «d

,r«ing Und.. dl^. control, procr—t of T«ci»«, 1—r.tor, .^lp
lto dlj—t of rlTr-ffor^ftlon. «nd.rgro-nd «t.r -cplolftton. d^loj—t of rlT.r. «d

laku, and Irrigation »ch«B«s.

115 A..UMDC. in th. for- of taowl-g., t«*nlq»..

,Wd al.o b. dir«:t«l to th. con..rv.tion of Pl«it «od ani-l g—tie r-ourcM

«d th. ..trtlUtaant of g«. JUnk. U th. long-™- ™« int.ro.tlon.1
co^unlty .hould p-vid. ~PI»rt to pl^t r..«rch .tatlon., prot-xtion

.ad mi** br»dlng «p«i-«t.. .p^ifieally thow idiud to i-proving

the r.ii«tanc. of cropi and cattl..

116. tafrnational ...l.tanc. .hould al.o ^dr... iflf to rural

in Africa without which no g«uln. d«r.lop»«t can b. «xp~t.d.

.hould b. placed on proj.ct. that «pgr*le th. quality of lit. of th. rural

population. An agricultural p~k^« rfiould th.r^or. not lo.. .Ight of

proj^t. to d«v.lop Till^... «d to prorid. b«ic ..nric. in rur^

•duotion, training, and h*alth.

117. But whiL th. donor co-mmlty .hould put it. wight on th. d^.lop»«xt

of agrieultur. ** th. rural ..etor. it «at not ignor. th. oth.r .ector.

■uch a. indu.try and th. wpportlv. phy.ieal infrattructur*. rroj«t

^c. In t«w of program aid at th. national. .ubr.gfc»«l — mional

ha. to b. co-ordln.t1 in .uch a -ann.r that would l«d to th. full

tlon of progr-u.. .uch a. th. Unit*! Nation. l»du.trl.l D«r.Kn-«t

f"Afrlc and th. United H.tlon. Tranaport and Co—mication D«.d. in Africa



Such .Id co-ordination 1. of vital i^ortanc. a. it i. the only way to

«.ur. that package, of project, with thair forward and backward llnkaga.

ar. .ucces.fully faplMtd. *■ Mrffcitti. ef th. financing ..pact will not

only provide continuity, coharanc. and ti-ly execution but al.o avoid

bottleneck., lag* «* delays, and raaourea wastage.

<b) Hodalltla. «* axtarnal aa.lstanr..

118. Given tha gravity of tha aituation and th. .ad raalltie. of th. African

•conomie. to-4ay, th. recovery and develoj—nt need, of .ub-Saharan Africa

should ba addraeaed with extreme urgency In tha racant paat th«. h« baan

m apparant ii»cr»«i»« wluctanca on tha part of th. donor co—mity to chang.

it. aa#i«ranca aodalitU.. Incraa.^1 protactionlm ha. raducad tha axport

^arnUj^. Furthar|«.a^th. li»it*J axport aarning. hav. bate drained crff by

..elating dabt-».rvicw paymwt. du. to unprecedented rUa. in th. rate.

of interwt. Given th. rigidity of Africa', export, and the con.equ«t inability

to expand quickly, the trunt of the adju.t-ent proce.. ha. to Jalio« Import,

both through direct r..triction on demand and on devaluation. Thu. to correct

for the existing Imbalance, in the account, of tha external .ector and in

an effort to cu.hion the balance-of-payment, difficultie., Afrlcar. countrle.

have to resort to heavy foreign borrowing from the international capital

market.; reaulting in a debt burden that ha. grown out of proportion to tbe

capacity of the region. The factor, behind thi. debt overhang are largely

axtemal. notably among them are the rece..ion of 1980-1982 with it.

re.ultant high intere.t rates, the ever incraa.ing oil bill, and the .lump

in raw material markets.

119. It is apparent then that the donor community has to increase It. response

to the needs of the African countrias. In line with this, a recent World

Bank report has noted that "experience suggests that donors do not have

the flexibility in their programmes to generate the external «ipport that

these ««mtries require. In any ca*e, if this implied a reduction in the

financing of basic program**, in .ub-Sahara Africa, it would not be da.irable.

There are already .everal countrias in which domestic programmes are threatened

by inadequate external financial support" 11/.

11/ See World Bank, Toward »elf-.u.talned growth, op.clt., p.47
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120. The sane report has projected bleak estimates for net capital flows In

1985-1987 In the absence of special action. While total grosi capital flows

will remain stagnant at their average 1980-1982 level of 913 billion, the

quadrupling of amortisation payments in 1985-1987 will imply a substantial

reduction in net capital flows of nearly half Its level in 1980-1982 of

$10.8 billion on an annual basis to only |5 billion in 1985-1987. lfere

alarming is the reversal of the capital flow of private loans* Khile during

1980-1982, there was a net capital inflow of $2.5 billion annually* the

period 1985-1987 would »ee an annual outflow of 1 billion dollars, i.e.,

foreign private banks would receive from the African countries more than they

lent to then.

121. Indeed, the perverse structure of international capital markets,

involving elements such as rises of interest rates, increased privatisation, poli

localisation *nd commercialisation of external resource flows, the rises

in the value of the dollar and other major currencies, and the tying of

loans, has limited the ability of African countries to cope with the

external resources problem. Moreover, the repayment commitments constituted

a heavy drain on Africa's scarce foreign resources at a time of low expansion

of exports. External debt servicing increased from 1.5 per cent of CDP

on an annual average between 1975-1980 to 2 per cent in 1981 and 2.6 per cent

in 1982.

122. Given the formidable difficulties that Africa is presently experiencing

there is need for more concerted international action in regard to increased

resource flows to Africa, debt relief measures, measures against rising

interest reates, balance-of-paymentesupport and the alleviation of external

debt through fair* trade practices.

123. Donor countries have committed themselves to a target of 0.7 per cent

of their GNP in real terms as ODA to developing countries. At present,

the share of aid in GNP of merely 0.27 per cent and 0.38 per cent for the

United States and the members of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation

and Development, respectively, is veil below the target. There is thus a

clear and urgent ne»d for a new reallocation of ODA in favour of the poorest

countries and especially those whose economies are prone to natural disasters.
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But donor countries should not only enlarge the totel volume of aid but also

improve the quality and effectiveness of aid. Concessionary and more

flexible forms of aid are more conducive to the development of African

countries and in particular the leaat developed countries. Donor countriei

should make the necessary efforts to provide assistance to African count^ij

in the form of grants and highly concessional loans on an untied basis

and to liberalise capital movements and relax capital controls which arej .

becoming harder with the incidence of high indebtedness and default. i ;

124. As political and commercial tying of bilateral aid undermines its

developmental effectiveness, the multi-lateral financial institution should also

play a vigorous role in assisting Africa to cope with the external debt /"

crisis. The World Bank should give more support to poorer countries with /

conditionalities that are not inflationary. The World Bank can and should

increase its medium- and long-term financing and aofpand its structural

adjustment lending programme in conformity with the growing needs of the

African countries. The International Development Association (^DA), the

world's largest programme directed to the needs of low-income countries,

should be assisted to expand its activities significantly to take into

account the current economic crisis feeing the African continent. The

seventh IDA replenishment which has been negotiated at the amount of $9 i

billion, falls short of the needs of African countries and it is of extreme *■

importance that negotiations should be undertaken for supplementary funding

of at least $3 billion.

125. Net drawings from the Compensatory Fund Facilities (CFF) of the IMF, which

aim at improving the liquidity situation of the poorest countries, are

presently less than the shortfall in the external resources of the African

countries. The IMF should therefore enlarge the CFF and reformulate its

criteria in favour of countries afflicted by natural disaster. There is

also need for a substantial new r«allocation of IMF special drawing rights

(SDR) to restore the reserves of African countries ao at to increase their

credit-worthiness. In the Special Memorandum of the EGA Conference of

Ministers on Africa's Economic and Social Crisis, \2j the African Ministers

reiterated the view that "In the overall allocation of the increased resources

of the IMF, we are concerned that in the past Africa's share was relatiuely

12/ Op. cit.



smaller although its needs were evidently greater. We therefore urge that

Africa should have an increased share of SDR allocations to meet the current economi
. . h

crisis.

126* Rescheduling of dabt should ba arranged in a conMif*«r and timely

manner, as agreed upon by the Trade and Development Board in its resolution

165 (S-U), to bring about a symmetrical sharing of dabt that allows

for a smooth cushioning of tha problem* raised by the existing debts. In

this connexion, the Special Memorandum urged that the period for consolidating

debt service due should be at least five years and that the repayment period

for the consolidated amounts should be not less than 15 years (including

substantial grace parioda). The process of debt reorganisation should have

aolonger perspective to allow for structural adjustment measures to bring

about desired changes in the level of exports. Furthermore, there should

be established a moratorium for at least 3 to 5 y^afs on servicing of both

public and private debt including the conversion of a substantial part

of the debt service obligations of African countries Into grants. In any

case, the debt service should not be allowed to exceed a reasonable

percentage of the export earnings and GNP of African countries 13/.

127. The international financial markets and developed countrlea are urged

to develop fiscal, budgetary and monetary policies that would bring about

aubstantial reductions in the level of interest rates that affect the /

credit-worthiness of countries and encourage large-scale bank lending.

Accumulated arrears resulting from recent increases in the rate of Interest

should be either written off or converted into grants. Moreover,w»yt and

means have to be found to consolidate debta on * liwg-t-arw bfgig sucn

as setting a ceiling on Interest rates and extending maturities.

128. As the short-term balanee-of-payments support measures are not adequate

to deal effectively with the problem in ita long-term structural aspect, the

IMF should consider relaxation of its conditlonality terms «6much support,

which are not conducive to the revival of the export sector In the long-run.

The period during which IMF contemplates adjustment of the current account

should be 5-15 yaars and the interest rates should be low. The Extended Fund

Facility should be integrated with the Structural Adjustment Programme of

the World Bank with a repayment period of over 10 years. IMF is also urged

13/ Special Memorandum, op.clt., pp.48-49.
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i

to have less resort to devaluation policies which are predicated on a

strong Bup^ly^side response (practically inelastic and rigid in most African

developing countries) and seldom stimulate exports substantially but

adversely affect the terms of trade.

129. To make African foreign trade a dynamic sector, and a viable and

effective instrument for^ap^^structural transformation, a new orientation

in international economic relatvns has to be achieved. Such orientation

should aim at reversing the continuous and sharp decline in prices of primary

products by increasing the supply of investment capital for strengthening

and establishing commodity-processing industries, special action for African

countries on commodity prices by the establishment of the Common Fund

for the Integrated Programme for Commodities, with a view to securing

favourable terms for financing interim commodity agreements, more favourable

increases in compensatory financing for shortfalls in commodity export

earnings, improved market access for African primary and processed commodities

in developed conntry markets, and enforcement of "disciplines of an open

trading system governed by multilateral agreements" 14/.

130. Moreover, the persistent disequilibria in the international financial

markets, without any genuine remedial measures to reduce the growing disparities

between developing and developed countries, continued to pressurize the already

depressed financial situation of the African economies. A new and judicial

international economic order has to prevail to take fully into account the

peculiarities of the seriously affected African countries. The major changes,

in this regard, should aim at supporting Africa's move towards the realization

of the physical, social and economic integration and in particular the urgently

needed support for the African least developed countries as stipulated in the

Substantial New Programme of Action for the Least Developed Comntries. Furthermore,

to facilitate the flow of resources and to ensure the right level of liquidity,

reforms in the international monetary system in favour of the most seriously

affected countries are deemed necessary.

131. In the absence of special action by the donor community, the African

economies wifj continue to be side-tracked into over-specialization in raw

materials production with stagnant or declining prices, while prices of

14/ Brandt Commission, Common crisis - North-South: co-operation for world
recovery, (1983).
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manufactured imports from the developed countries rise continually. The region

will also be over-dependent on external markets in a south-north framework,

with graving domination by developed countries through, inter alia,

transnational amporationt and monopolistic technology markets. If the

perverse international financial and monetary arrangements were to continue

in an increasingly privatized system; if interest rates remain exorbitant

and exchange rates volatile; if the deteriorating trends in aid modalities

and quality persist —then indeed the prospects for the inflow of foreign
"prig,

resources to Africa will be bleak andlexisting sombre situation will get

even worse. The chances for Africa's recovery and stability during the

rest of the decade would be in serious jeopardy in those circumstances.
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CONCLUSION

131. The African region, not fully recovered from a series of oil crises,

was hard hit by the most devastating natural disaster on record, affecting

at one tins almost all countries with few exceptions. The structural

deficiencss are considered the main cause of the intensity of the crises.

As a result, the production structure of Many African economies fell into

disarray. Agriculture, the impetus of growth, can no longer sustain the

basic necessities of the African population, given the damage to the soil

caused by drought and other natural calamities. Moreover, the hostile

international environment and inadequate and inappropriate domestic policies

have, no doubt, been responsible for the very poor economic performance

of the African region. Since the beginning of the.WSO's there has been

no significant growth in output.

132. At the close of the 1970's, when the African population was expanding

on the average at around 2.5 per cent, food production was only expanding

by less than 2 per cent per annum. The situation is even much worse in the

1980's, per capita food production declined so sharply that each African

is estimated to have around 10 - 12 per cent less home-grown food than five

years earlier^ Thus, the region has had to import food or receive food

aid in increasing amounts. It is believed that over 20 per cent of the African

population currently depends on food imports. Even so, the African region

still remains calorie deficient. The calorie intake of over a quarter of

the present population is below the critical minimum limit. In spite of

the concerted efforts of FAO, WFP and WFC, reinforced by the repeated

appeals of the Secretary-General of the United Nations for assistance in

favour of the most seriously affected countries, aid has not yet arrived

on anything like the scale necessary to defuse permanently the African food

crises. The situation in 1985 is still precarious. About 40 per cent of

the known pledges for food aid have not been received, Furthermore, there

15/ FAO, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, vol. 7.
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are frequent serious delays in delivery of food aid owing to the lack of

•dequate logistic support to effect distribution within the countries

affected.

133. The emergency and rehabilitation needs in 1985 for the 21 critically

i

133. T gy

affected countries (13 of the. being aTDOng the least *"!•»•< countries)

with expected poor harvests are estimated at $2 billion —{ The identifUd
needs for international support Include the food-aid gap as^of 13 January

($435.8 Billion), emergency water supplies (130.7 million) —, transport

of food-aid ($769.2 million), resettlement of displaced populations

($101.2 million), supplementary feeding ($292.2 million), easentUl health

services ($191-6 million) —'and urgent rehebilitation of food-growing land
19/

end livestock ($164.2 million) —.

134. The needs of the various survival programmes of rehabilitation should

be addressed with urgency. There^ stojildJb«JBo_jifiiih^that-e*fort to

rescucitete the African economy^, a whole, will critically depend on the
immediate success of the rehabilitation and revitaliaation of the African

agricultural sector. Specific emphasis should, therefore, be given to

incentive measures to immediately increase food and agricultural production

and productivity as well as to the development of water resource infrastructures.

Of crucial importance, other secondary and tertiary sectors (industry,

transport, financial and administrative services) should be simultaneously

revamped in a fully defined framework of rehabilitation package that supports

the agricultural sector. It has to be understood therefore that only

/through building of the necessary capabilities and ehancing the absorptive

' capacity of the African economies there can be any hope for the successful

implementation of long-term programmes and atructural reforms that would

ensure a rapid and sustainable growth.

16/ Provisional.

17/ Excluding Morocco and Zambia.

18/ Excluding Burundi, Morocco, Rwanda and Zambia.

19/ Excluding Morocco, Mosambique, Senegal, Somalia, the Sudan,
RwandaT the United Republic of Tan«ania, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
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economies

135. To ensure the success of the programme to revitalise Africa/,international

support will have to extend its scope beyond the provision of emergency

assistance. Continuing assistance should be initiated immediately, through

a package of measures that would aim to:

(a) Combat drought and related problems;

(b) Stabilise the food-supply situation;

(c) Rationalise the production of basic industries by regular

supplies of spare parts and basic industrial inputs, especially food,

textiles and health care industries;

(d) Strengthen transport services by provision,of repair and

maintenance facilities for trucks and roads;

(e) Increase balance-of-payments support;

(f) Rationalise the promotion of price stabilisation at

remunerative levels, commodity agreements and compensation for

short-falls in export earnings;

(g) Remove all trade barriers vis-i-vls African countries;

(h) Grant moratoria for at least 3-5 years on the servicing

of both public and private debt;

(i) Write off accumulated arrears resulting from recent increases in

the rate of interest or convert them into grants;

(j) Cover all or a large part of counterpart local and

recurrent costs of projects; and

(k) Provide more non-project assistance in support of the

adjustment process.
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(c) Support as a matter of urgency for the African Least Developed

Countries in accordance with the Substantial New Programme of Action for

the Least Developed Countries;

(d) Increased support for the implementation of the Regional Plan

of Action to Combat the Impact of Drought in Africa;

(e) A well defined and articulated agricultural assistance package

to form part of the implementation of the African Food Plan'and to

develop the rural sector;

(f) Increased support to governments for the successful implementation

of the United Nations Transport end Communications Hecate in Africa, the

Industrial Development Decade for Africa and the existing co-operative

arrangements such as Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern

Africa and the economic communities established within the region.

138. The new modalities of assistance should be compatible with the

following prescriptions:

(a) There should be a reallocation of ODA in favour of the poorest

countries, especially those whose economies are prone to natural disasters;

(b) Donor countries should make every effort to provide assistance

in the form of grants and highly concessional loans, on a united basis

and in a timely co-ordinated manner;

(c) Donor countries should refrain from political and

commercial tying of bilateral aid;

(d) Capital movements should be liberalised and capital controls,

wmich have become onerous with the incidence of high indebtedness and

default, should be relaxed;
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(e) Debts should be consolidated on s long-term basis, such as

capping Interest rates by setting a ceiling and extending maturities;

(f) The period for consolidating debt services due should be

at least fire years and the repayment period for the consolidated amounts

be not less than 15 years (including substantial grace periods);

(g) Debt service should not be allowed to exceed a reasonable

proportion of export earnings or of a country's GNF;

(h) An international conference should be convened to deal with

the existing external indebtedness of African counties add to elicit

the pledging of additional financial resources on concessionary terms;

(g) The international financial markets and developed countries

should be urged to develop fiscal, budgetary and monetary policies that

would bring about substantial reductions in the level of interest rates

that have to be paid by African countries, and encourage large-scale bank

lending to those countries;

(j) The World Bank should be urged to increase its medium- and long-

term financing and to expand its structural adjustment lending programmes

both in scope and duration, in conformity with the growing needb of the

African countries;

(k) The seventh replenishment of the International Development

Association, negotiated in the amount of $9 billion, falls short

of the needs of African countries and it is extremely important that

supplementary funding of at least $3 billion should be negotiated;

(1) The International Monetary Fund should reformulate the criteria

of its Compensatory Fund Facilities in favour of countries afflicted by

natural disasters; and should make a substantial reallocation of special

drawing rights in response to the current economic crisis, thereby restoring

the reserves of African countries and increasing their credit-worthiness;
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(m) The period within which IMF envisages adjustment of the current-

account balance of payments should be 5-15 years, associated with low

Interest rates;

(n) IMF should be urged to resort lass to devaluation policies which

are predicated on a strong supply-side response (practically inelastic *"<*

rigid In most African developing countries) and which seldom stimulate exports

wh'ile adversely "affecting the terms of trade; and

(o) The international community should adopt measures that improve

acaess to the markets of the Industrialised countries, develop schemes

of generalized preferences, negotiate long-term sales -agreements,

devise mechanisms for the transfer and development of technology, together

with schemes for technical and economic co-operation on a multilateral

basis, and generally promote south-sough co-operation on a large scale.

139. Above all, Africa requires a better, more equitable international

economic order, in which it will be an equal partner in the production,

distribution and consumption of the world's wealth. The world order must

take into account the real needs of Africa. In the words of the Executive
20/

Secretary of the Economic Couuission for Africa —,

•The agenda for a new international economic order will therefore

/include the following: (1) International efforts to enable Africa ,

to achieve effective sovereignty over its natural resources; ,

(ii) international support for the physical integration of Africa

through full co-operation in the implementation of the United Nations

Transport and Communications Decade 1978 to 1968; (iii) International

co-operation to achieve a break through in manpower development in

Africa; (iv) decolonization of Africa's colonial monetary arrangements

and the setting up of an African monetary system; (v) respect for

Africa's political independence and the elimination of outside manipulation

of the African economy by outside powers with a view to frustrating the

20/ Adebayo Adadeji, Africa and the Kew International Economic Order:

A Reassessment, December 19791 —
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«chiavaa«nt of national and rational ebjactivaa; (vi) acdaptanca

by tha autira Intamatlonal co-amity that Africa', continuad

•conoadc baekvardnaaa conatitutaa a dangar to norld paaca and

atability and conaaq»antly an intarnatiooal agraa»iant to prorida

Africa with tha wharawithal to anabla bar to achUva a nav national

«nd ragional ordar by tha yaar 2000f.




